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INTERFACE ASYMPTOTICS OF WIGNER-WEYL DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR
BORIS HANIN AND STEVE ZELDITCH
Abstract. We prove several types of scaling results for Wigner distributions of spectral
projections of the isotropic Harmonic oscillator on Rd. In prior work, we studied Wigner
distributions W~,EN p~qpx, ξq of individual eigenspace projections. In this continuation, we
study Weyl sums of such Wigner distributions as the eigenvalue EN p~q ranges over spectral
intervals rE´δp~q, E`δp~qs of various widths δp~q and as px, ξq P T˚Rd ranges over tubes of
various widths around the classical energy surface ΣE Ă T˚Rd. The main results pertain to
interface Airy scaling asymptotics around ΣE , which divides phase space into an allowed and
a forbidden region. The first result pertains to δp~q “ ~ widths and generalizes our earlier
results on Wigner distributions of individual eigenspace projections. Our second result
pertains to δp~q “ ~2{3 spectral widths and Airy asymptotics of the Wigner distributions
in ~2{3-tubes around ΣE . Our third result pertains to bulk spectral intervals of fixed width
and the behavior of the Wigner distributions inside the energy surface, outside the energy
surface and in a thin neighborhood of the energy surface.
1. Introduction
This article is part of a series [HZ19] studying the scaling asymptotics of Wigner distributionsÿ
NPN
f~,EpENp~qqW~,EN p~qpx, ξq, px, ξq P T ˚Rd
of various spectral projection kernels for the isotropic Harmonic Oscillator,
pHh “ dÿ
j“1
ˆ
´~
2
2
B2
Bx2j
` x
2
j
2
˙
on L2pRd, dxq. (1)
As is well-known, the spectrum of pH~ consists of the eigenvalues,
ENp~q “ ~ pN ` d{2q , N “ 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2)
We denote the corresponding eigenspaces by
V~,EN p~q :“ tψ P L2pRdq : Hˆ~ψ “ ENp~qψu, pdimV~,EN p~q » Nd´1q, (3)
and the eigenspace projections by
Π~,EN p~q : L
2pRdq Ñ V~,EN p~q. (4)
The semi-classical Wigner distributions of the projections (4) are defined by
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq :“
ż
Rd
Π~,EN p~q
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
e´
i
~v¨ξ dvp2pihqd . (5)
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When ENp~q “ E` op1q as ~Ñ 0, W~,EN p~q is thought of as the ‘quantization’ of the energy
surface,
ΣE “ tpx, ξq P T ˚Rd : Hpx, ξq :“ 12p||x||2 ` ||ξ||2q “ Eu, (6)
and (5) is thought of as an approximate δ-function on (6). This is true in the weak* sense,
but the pointwise behavior is quite a bit more complicated and is studied in [HZ19]. The
purpose of this article is to study ‘Weyl sums’ of Wigner distributions (the ‘Wigner-Weyl
distributions’ of the title) of the form
W~,f,δp~qpx, ξq :“
ÿ
N
f
`
δp~q´1pE ´ ENp~qq
˘
W~,EN px, ξq, (7)
where δphq controls the width and f controls the smoothness of the localization. Thus, the
essential point is to simultaneously study two types of ‘localization’:
‚ Spectral localization, determined by the choice of scale δp~q. For instance, if δp~q “ ~γ
and f is the indicator function of the interval r´a, bs, then W~,f,δp~qpx, ξq the is the
sum of eigenspace Wigner distributions W~,EN p~q for energies ENp~q in the spectral
interval rE ´ b~γ, E ` a~γs;
‚ Phase space localization, determined by a choice of region U Ă T ˚Rd over which
px, ξq can vary. For example, in different results we will consider U to be the ~2{3
tube around the energy surface ΣE as well as regions deeper in the interior or exterior
of tH ď Eu.
In [HZ19] we studied the extreme case of spectral localization, where the window contained
just one distinct eigenvalue ENp~q and it was assumed that ENp~q “ E for a fixed E P R`.
In particular, we studied the asymptotics of W~,EN p~qpx, ξq in different regions around ΣE.
Roughly, we found with Hpx, ξq “ p‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2q{2 denoting the classical Hamiltonian that
for fixed E,
p2piqdW~,Epx, ξq »
$’&’%
~´d`1{2Hpx, ξq´d{2 ˆ oscillatory, 0 ă Hpx, ξq ă E
~´d`1{3Ai
`
~´2{3 pHpx, ξq ´ Eq˘ , Hpx, ξq ´ E « ~2{3
Op~8q, Hpx, ξq ą E
.
Here, Ai is the Airy function (see Section 8.2). These behaviors are illustrated in Figure 1
(see also Section 2.2). In this continuation, we study ‘Weyl sums’ (7) of Wigner distributions
over a variety of spectral windows and describe the impact of the different spectral localiza-
tions on the scaling asymptotics of the corresponding Wigner distributions in different phase
space regions. Let us begin by introducing the three types of spectral localization we are
studying and the interfaces in each type.
‚ (i) ~-localized Weyl sums over eigenvalues in an ~-window ENp~q P rE ´ a~, E `
b~s of width Op~q. More generally we consider smoothed Weyl sums W~,E,f with
weights fp~´1pENp~q ´ Eqq; see (9) for such ~-energy localization. This is the scale
of individual spectral projections but is substantially more general than the results
of [HZ19]. The scaling and asymptotics are in Theorem 1.2. For general Schro¨dinger
operators, ~- localization around a single energy level leads to expansions in terms
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Figure 1. A plot of p2pi~qdHpx, ξq´d{2W~,Epx, ξq as a function of the radial
variable ρ “a2Hpx, ξq in phase space when E “ 1{2 and ~ « 0.01. The Airy
behavior with peak ~1{3 « .22 near the energy surface ρ “ 1 “ ?2E and the
oscillatory behavior with amplitude ~1{2 « .1 in the ‘bulk’ Hpx, ξq ă 2E “ 1
are clearly visible.
of periodic orbits. Since all orbits of the classical isotropic oscillator are periodic,
the asymptotics may be stated without reference to them. The generalization to all
Schro¨dinger operators will be studied in a future article.
‚ (ii) Airy-type ~2{3-spectrally localized Weyl sums W~,f,2{3px, ξq over eigenvalues in a
window rE ´ a~2{3, E ` a~2{3s of width Op~2{3q. See Definition 1.3 for the precise
definition. The levelset ΣE is viewed as the interface. The scaling asymptotics of its
Wigner distribution across the interface are given in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. To our
knowledge, this scaling has not previously been considered in spectral asymptotics.
‚ (iii) Bulk Weyl sums řN :~pN` d
2
qPrE1,E2sW~,EN p~qpx, ξq over energies in an ~-independent
‘window’ rE1, E2s of eigenvalues; this ‘bulk’ Weyl sum runs over » ~´1 distinct eigen-
values; See Definition 1.6. We are mainly interested in its scaling asymptotics around
the interface ΣE2 (see Theorem 1.9). However, we also prove that the Wigner dis-
tribution approximates the indicator function of the shell tE1 ď H ď E2u Ă T ˚Rd
(see Proposition 1.8). As far as we know, this is also a new result and many details
are rather subtle because of oscillations inside the energy shell. Indeed, the results of
[HZ19] show that the indvidual terms in the sum grow like W~,EN p~qpx, ξq » ~´d`1{2
when Hpx, ξq P pE1, E2q. Proposition 1.8, in contrast, shows although the bulk Weyl
sums have » ~´1 such terms, their sum has size ~´d, implying significant cancellation.
We are particularly interested in ‘interface asymptotics’ of the Wigner-Weyl distributions
W~,f,δp~q (see (7)) around the edge (i.e. boundary) of the spectral interval when px, ξq is near
the corresponding classical energy surface ΣE. Such edges occur when f is discontinuous, e.g.
the indicator function of an interval. In other words, we integrate the empirical measures (8)
below over an interval rather than against a Schwartz test function. At the interface, there
is an abrupt change in the asymptotics with a conjecturally universal shape. Theorem 1.2
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Figure 2. Plot with ~ « 0.02, E “ 1{2 of scaled bulk Wigner-Weyl sum
p2pi~qdW~,r0,Espx, ξq when Hpx, ξq “ E ` up~{2Eq2{3 as a function of u (blue)
against its integrated Airy limit
ş8
0
Aipλ` u{Eqdλ (red) from Theorem 1.9.
gives the shape of the interface for ~-localized sums, Theorem 1.4 gives the shape for ~2{3
localized sums and Theorem 1.9 gives results on the bulk sums.
Our results concern asymptotics of integrals of various types of test functions against the
weighted empirical measures,
dµ
px,ξq
~ pτq :“
8ÿ
N“0
W~,EN p~qpx, ξqδEN p~qpτq, (8)
and of recentered and rescaled versions of these measures (see (12) below). A key property
of Wigner distributions of eigenspace projections (5) is that the measures (8) are signed,
reflecting the fact that Wigner distributions take both positive and negative values, and are
of infinite mass:
Proposition 1.1. The signed measures (8) are of infinite mass (total variation norm). On
the other hand, the mass of (8) is finite on any one-sided interval of the form, r´8, τ s.
Also,
ş
R dµ
px,ξq
~ “ 1 for all px, ξq.
Moreover, the L2 norms of the terms W~,EN p~q grows in N like N
d´1
2 (see Section 2.1).
Hence, the measures (8) are highly oscillatory and the summands can be very large. This
makes it difficult to study integrals of (8) over intervals using Tauberian arguments. Instead
we rely on the special spectral properties of (1), encapsulated in Lemma 1.12 below.
While the results of [HZ19] are very special to the isotropic oscillator, many of the results
of this article should be universal among Schro¨dinger operators, at least for energy levels that
are not critical values of the classical Hamiltonian. We plan to study general Schro¨dinger
operators, and the universality of scaling asymptotics, in a future article. We begin with the
case of the isotropic oscillator to determine the form of the laws, which would be much more
complicated to prove in the general case.
1.1. Interior asymptotics for ~-localized Weyl sums. The first result we present
pertains to the ~-spectrally localized Weyl sums of type (i), defined by taking δp~q “ ~ in
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(7):
W~,E,f px, ξq :“
ÿ
N
fp~´1pE ´ ENp~qqqW~,EN p~qpx, ξq, f P SpRq. (9)
Theorem 1.2. Fix E ą 0, and let W~,E,f be the Wigner distribution as in (9) with f
an even Schwartz function. If Hpx, ξq ą E, then W~,E,f px, ξq “ Op~8q. In contrast, when
0 ă Hpx, ξq ă E, set HE :“ Hpx, ξq{E and define
t`,˘,k :“ 4pik ˘ 2 cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
, t´,˘,k :“ 4pi
ˆ
k ` 1
2
˙
˘ 2 cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
, k P Z.
Fix any δ ą 0. Then
W~,f,Epx, ξq “ ~
´d`1 `1`Oδp~1´δq˘
p2Eq1{2p2piqdHd{2E pH´1E ´ 1q1{4
ÿ
˘1,˘2Pt`,´u
e˘2ippi4´ 4E~ q
p˘1qd
ÿ
kPZ
pfpt˘1,˘2,kqe iE~ t˘1,˘2,k ,
where the notation Oδ means the implicit constant depends on δ.
Note that there are potentially an infinite number of ‘critical points’ in the support of fˆ . We
prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3.
1.2. Interface asymptotics for smooth ~2{3-localized Weyl sums. We now consider
less spectrally localized Wigner distributions (7) but that are both spectrally localized and
phase-space localized on the scale δp~q “ ~2{3. They are mainly relevant when we study
interface behavior around ΣE of Weyl sums.
Definition 1.3. Let Hpx, ξq “ p‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2q{2, and assume that px, ξq satisfies
Hpx, ξq “ E ` u p~{2Eq2{3 . (10)
Let δphq “ ~2{3 in (7) and define the interface-localized Wigner distributions by
W~,f,2{3px, ξq : “ řN fph´2{3pE ´ ENp~qqqW~,EN px, ξq
Theorem 1.4. Assume that px, ξq satisfies (10) with |u| ă ~´2{3. Fix a Schwartz function
f P SpRq with compactly supported Fourier transform. Then
W~,f,2{3px, ξq “ p2pi~q´dI0pu; f, Eq ` Opp1` |u|q~´d`2{3q,
where
I0pu; f, Eq “
ż
R
fp´λ{CEqAi
´
λ` u
E
¯
dλ, CE “ pE{4q1{3.
More generally, there is an asymptotic expansion
W~,f,2{3px, ξq » p2pi~qd
ÿ
mě0
~2m{3Im pu; f, Eq
in ascending powers of ~2{3 where Impu; f, Eq are uniformly bounded when u stays in a
compact subset of R.
The calculations show that the results are valid with far less stringent conditions on f
than f P SpRq and pf P C80 . To obtain a finite expansion and remainder it is sufficient thatş
R | pfptq||t|kdt ă 8 for all k. It is not necessary that fˆ P Ck for any k ą 0. Theorem 1.4 is
proved in Section 4.
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1.3. Sharp ~2{3-localized Weyl sums. Next we consider the sums of Definition 1.3 when
f is the indicator function of a spectral interval,
f “ 1rλ´,λ`s.
Equivalently, we fix positive integers n˘ such that
λ˘ “ ~1{3n˘ are bounded,
and consider the corresponding Wigner-Weyl sums W~,f,2{3px, ξq of Definition 1.3:
W2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq :“
ÿ
N :λ´~2{3ďEN p~q´Eăλ`~2{3
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
NpE,~q`n`´1ÿ
N“NpE,~q`n´
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq, (11)
where NpE, ~q “ E{~´d{2. Thus, the sums run over spectral intervals of size » ~2{3 centered
at a fix E ą 0 and consist of a sum of » ~´1{3 Wigner functions for spectral projections of
individual eigenspaces. The following extends Theorem 1.4 to sharp Weyl sums at the cost
of only giving a 1-term expansion plus remainder.
Theorem 1.5. Assume that px, ξq satisfies `‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2˘ {2 “ E ` u p~{2Eq2{3 with |u| ă
~´2{3. Then,
W2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq “ p2pi~q´dCE
ż ´λ´
´λ`
Ai
´ u
E
` λCE
¯
dλ`O `~´d`1{3´δ ` p1` |u|q~´d`2{3´δ˘ ,
where CE “ pE{4q1{3.
Theorem 1.5 is proved in Section 5. It can be rephrased in terms of weighted empirical
measures
dµ
u,E, 2
3
~ :“ ~d
ÿ
N
W~,EN p~q
´
E ` u p~{2Eq2{3
¯
δr~´2{3pE´EN p~qqs. (12)
obtained by centering and scaling the family (8). Thus, for px, ξq satisfying `‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2˘ {2 “
E ` u ` ~
2E
˘2{3
, and for f P SpRq,
W~,f,2{3px, ξq :“ ~´d
ż
R
fpτqdµu,E, 23~ pτq, W2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq “ ~´d
ż λ`
λ´
dµ
u,E, 2
3
~ pτq.
1.4. Bulk sums. We next consider Weyl sums of eigenspace projections corresponding to
an energy shell (or window) rE1, E2s. We consider both sharp and smoothed sums.
Definition 1.6. Define the ‘bulk’ Wigner distributions for an ~-independent energy window
rE1, E2s by
W~,rE1,E2spx, ξq :
ÿ
N :EN p~qPrE1,E2s
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq. (13)
More generally for f P CbpRq define
W~,f px, ξq :“
8ÿ
N“1
fp~pN ` d{2qq W~,EN p~qpx, ξq. (14)
Our first result about the bulk Weyl sums concerns the smoothed Weyl sums W~,f .
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Proposition 1.7. For f P SpRq with fˆ P C80 , W~,f px, ξq admits a complete asymptotic
expansion as ~Ñ 0 of the form,$&%
W~,f px, ξq » ppi~q´dř8j“0 cj,f,Hpx, ξq~j, with
c0,f,Hpx, ξq “ fpHpx, ξqq “
ş
R fˆptqeitHpx,ξqdt.
In general ck,f,Hpx, ξq is a distribution of finite order on f supported at the point px, ξq.
The proof is given in Section 6.1 and merely involves Taylor expansion of the phase.
1.5. Interior/exterior asymptotics for bulk Weyl sums of Definition 1.6. From
Proposition 1.7, it is evident that the behavior ofW~,rE1,E2spx, ξq depends on whetherHpx, ξq PpE1, E2q or Hpx, ξq R rE1, E2s. Some of this dependence is captured in the following result.
Proposition 1.8. We have,
W~,rE1,E2spx, ξq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
piq p2pi~q´dp1`Op~1{2qq, Hpx, ξq P pE1, E2q,
piiq Op~´d`1{2q, Hpx, ξq ă E1,
piiiq Op~8q, Hpx, ξq ą E2
The two ‘sides’ 0 ă Hpx, ξq ă E1 and Hpx, ξq ą E2 behave differently because the Wigner
distributions have slowly decaying tails inside an energy ball but are exponentially decaying
outside of it (see Section 2.2). If we write W~,rE1,E2spx, ξq “ W~,r0,E2spx, ξq ´W~,r0,E1spx, ξq,
we see that the two cases with Hpx, ξq ą E1 are covered by results for W~,r0,Es with E “ E1
or E “ E2. When Hpx, ξq ă E1, then both terms of W~,r0,E2spx, ξq ´W~,r0,E1spx, ξq have the
order of magnitude ~´d and the asymptotics reflect the cancellation between the terms. The
boundary case where Hpx, ξq “ E1, or Hpx, ξq “ E2 is special and is given in Theorem 1.4.
1.6. Interface asymptotics for bulk Weyl sums of Definition 1.6. Our final result
concerns the asymptotics of W~,rE1,E2spx, ξq in ~2{3-tubes around the ‘interface’ Hpx, ξq “
E2. Again, it is sufficient to consider intervals r0, Es. It is at least intuitively clear that
the interface asymptotics will depend only on the individual eigenspace projections with
eigenvalues in an ~2{3-interval around the energy level E, and since they add to 1 away
from the boundary point, one may expect the asymptotics to be similar to the interface
asymptotics for individual eigenspace projections in [HZ19].
Theorem 1.9. Assume that px, ξq satisfies `‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2˘ {2 “ E ` u p~{2Eq2{3 with |u| ă
~´2{3. Then, for any ε ą 0
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “ p2pi~q´d
„ż 8
0
Ai
´ u
E
` λ
¯
dλ`Op~1{3´ε |u|1{2q `Op|u|5{2 ~2{3´εq

,
where the implicit constant depends only on d, ε.
The Airy scaling the Wigner function is illustrated in Figure 2.
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1.7. Heuristics. In Sections 2.1 - 2.2, we review the results on L2 norms and pointwise
asymptotics of Wigner distribution of eigenspace projections (4). Wigner distributions are
normalized so that the Wigner distribution of an L2 normalized eigenfunction has L2 norm
1 in T ˚Rd. Due to the multiplicity Nd´1 of eigenspaces (3), the L2 norm of W~,EN p~q is of
order N
d´1
2 .
In the main results, we sum over windows of eigenvalues, e.g. λ´~2{3 ď E´ENp~q ă λ`~2{3
(11), resp. ENp~q P r0, Es in (1.6). Inevitably, the asymptotics are joint in p~, Nq. As ~ Ó 0,
the number of N contributing to the sum grows at the rate ~´ 13 , resp. ~´1. Due to the
N -dependence of the L2 norm, terms with higher N have norms of higher weight in N than
those of small N but the precise size of the contribution depends on the position of px, ξq
relative to the interface tH “ Eu and of course the relation (2).
As reviewed in Section 2.2, W~,EN p~qpx, ξq peaks when Hpx, ξq “ ENp~q, exponentially
decays in ~ when Hpx, ξq ą ENp~q and has slowly decaying tails inside the energy ball
tH ă ENp~qu, which fall into three regimes: (i) Bessel near 0, (ii) oscillatory or trigonometric
in the bulk, and (iii) Airy near tH “ Eu. In terms ofN , when (2) holds, andHpx, ξq ă ENp~q,
then W~,EN p~qpx, ξq » ~´d`1{2 » Nd´1{2. Near the peak point, when Hpx, ξq ´ENp~q « ~2{3,
we have in contrast W~,EN p~qpx, ξq » ~´d`1{3 »E Nd´1{3.
It follows that the terms with a high value of N and with ENp~q ě Hpx, ξq in (8) contribute
high weights. There are an infinite number of such terms, and so (8) is a signed measure of
infinite mass (as stated in Proposition 1.1.) This is why we mainly consider the restriction
of the measures (8) to compact intervals. See Section 2.4 for more on these measures.
1.8. Discussion of Results. Proposition 1.8 shows that when properly normalized (by
multiplying by ~d), the Wigner distribution is asymptotically equal to 1 in the allowed region
tE1 ď H ď E2u, and asymptotically equal to 0 in the complementary forbidden region, where
Hpx, ξq “ 1
2
p||ξ||2 ` ||x||2q is the classical Hamiltonian; this proves a conjecture in [JZ]. The
main question is the shape of the interface interpolating between the values 0 and 1. The
result (Theorem 1.4) is that the scaled interface shape around tH “ E2u is the graph of the
exponentially decaying side of the Airy function from the region around its global maximum
(slightly to the left of 0) to the right to `8. The addition of many terms in the Weyl sum
fills in the region tE1 ă H ă E2u to an asymptotically constant function (see Figure 2).
As the figure shows, there is an asymmetry between the upper endpoint E2 and the lower
endpoint E1, reflecting the asymmetric behavior of the Airy function on positive/negative
axis. On the positive axis, Aipxq „ Cx´1{4e´2x3{2{3, x P R`, xÑ 8, i.e. the decay is almost
as fast as in the complex domain [ZZ17]. However, Aip´xq „ Cx´1{4 sin `2x3{2{3` pi{4˘
when x Ñ 8. As a result, there is a slowly decaying oscillating tail of W~,EN p~qqpx, ξq with
ENp~q » E for px, ξq inside the energy surface ΣE but a fast exponential decay outside of it.
The oscillatory behavior inside the energy surface is in marked contrast to the Erf interface
behavior in the complex domain studied in [ZZ17] (see Section 1.10).
It is interesting to compare the results of Theorems 1.4-1.5 and Theorem 1.9. In both
theorems, we assume that px, ξq satisfies `‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2˘ {2 “ E ` u p~{2Eq2{3 . For sharp ~2{3
localization to an interval rE ` λ´~2{3, E ` λ`~2{3s, we get
W2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq “ p2pi~q´dCE
ż ´λ´
´λ`
Ai
´ u
E
` λCE
¯
dλ`Op~´d`1{3´δq, CE “ pE{4q1{3,
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while at the interface of the bulk sums we get essentially the same asymptotics,
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “ p2pi~q´d
ż 8
0
Ai
´ u
E
` τ
¯
dτ `Opp1` |u|q~´d`1{3´εq.
One may understand this coincidence by decomposing the bulk Weyl sum,
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “
ÿ
N :~pN` d
2
qPr0,E´δp~qs
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq `
ÿ
N :~pN` d
2
qPrE´δp~q,Es
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq, (15)
with δp~q » ~2{3, into terms with energy levels either sufficiently close or sufficiently well-
separated from the boundary level E. One then shows that the terms far from the interface
do not make a principal order contribution. Intuitively, the reason is that the summands
W~,EN p~q with ENp~q » a ă E are exponentially decaying to the right of Hpx, ξq “ a, or
better to the right of the maximum point at ~2{3pa ´ ζ0q where ζ0 is the first critical point
of Aipxq, hence contribute little to the asymptotics for the given px, ξq. The further that
ENp~q » a moves left of E, the more exponentially decaying W~,EN p~qpx, ξq becomes. Hence
it is only at the edge of the interval r0, E ´ C~2{3s that the terms of the first sum can
contribute non-trivially to the asymptotics. Each of the terms with ENp~q » E`C~2{3 is in
fact positive since the largest zero of Aipxq is approximately ´2.3381. Each is of size h´d`1{3
(see Section 2.2) and there are ~´1{3 such terms, so the sum over the interval rE ´C~2{3, Es
does account for the order of magnitude. This heuristic discussion ignores the fact that the
terms are signed and that cancellation is needed for the terms with ENp~q ď E ´ C~2{3 to
obtain the correct order of magnitude.
1.9. Outline of proofs. As in [HZ19], we express Wigner functions W~,EN p~q of projections
Π~,EN p~q onto the N th eigenspace of pH~ as Fourier coefficients of the Wigner function U~ptq
of the Propagator U~ptq “ e´i t~ Hˆ~ . To make this precise, notice that on the level of Schwartz
kernels,
Π~,EN p~qpx, yq “
ż pi
´pi
U~pt´ iε, x, yqe´ ih pt´iεqEN p~q dt
2pi
(16)
is a Fourier coefficient of the boundary value of the function U~pt, x, ξq of t, which is holo-
morphic for t in the lower half-plane. The Wigner function of the propagator U~pt, x, ξq is
defined as
U~pt, x, ξq :“
ż
e´
i
h
2piξpU~
´
t, x` p
2
, x´ p
2
¯
dp. (17)
Since the map from a kernel to its Wigner trasnform si linear, we can take the Wigner
transform of the identities above between Π~,EN p~q and U~pt, x, yq to see that W~,EN p~q is
essentially a Fourier coefficient of U~ptq :
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż pi
´pi
eitEN p~q{~U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
. (18)
This expression is profitably combined with the following exact formula for the Wigner
distribution U~pt, x, ξq of the propagator.
Proposition 1.10 (Proposition 1.9 in [HZ19]). We have,
U~pt, x, ξq “ p2pi~ cosppt` i0q{2qq´de´2iH tanpt{2q{~, H “ Hpx, ξq “ 1
2
`‖x‖2 ` ‖ξ‖2˘ .
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The Wigner distribution U~pt, x, ξq is well-defined as a distribution (see [HZ19]). For any
f P SpRq and any δp~q ą 0 we may use Fourier inversion to write
W~,f,Epx, ξq “
ÿ
Ně0
f
`
δp~q´1 pE ´ ENp~qq
˘
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq
“
ż
R
pfptqeitEδp~q´1U~pt~δp~q´1, x, ξq dt
2pi
. (19)
To obtain the results on smoothed Wigner-Weyl sums (Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 as well as
Proposition 1.7), where f is Schwartz, we use this formula with δp~q “ ~, ~, 1 and simply
Taylor expand the phase and amplitude from Proposition 1.10. A key point is that U~pt, x, ξq
is a smooth function away from t P piZ and that the contribution to the integral in (19) from
a neighborhood of any of these points is Op~8q. Since U~ptq is periodic, it suffices to check
this near t “ pi, which is the content of a result from [HZ19]. To state it, fix δ ą 0 and define
a sequence of smooth of cut-off functions
χ~ : RÑ r0, 1s, χ~ptq “
#
1, |t´ pi| ă ~δ
0, |t´ pi| ą 2~δ .
Lemma 1.11 (Lemma 3.1 in [HZ19]). Fix ε ą 0. Uniformly over px, ξq with Hpx, ξq ą ε,
the localized version ż
R
e´itE{~χ~ptq pfptqU~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
(20)
of (19) is Op~8q.
The idea behind this lemma is that U~ptq is not locally L1 near t P piZ, but is nonetheless
well-defined as a tempered distribution in the sense that the integral
U~,f px, ξq :“
ż
R
fˆptqU~pt, x, ξqdt. (21)
is well-defined for f P SpRq. In fact, U~pt ` pi, x, ξq resembles the position space propagator
(31) with y “ ξ except that its phase lacks the term ´ 2
cos t{2xx, ξy. Note that for small t the
phase of (31) is essentially x
2`y2
2t
´ 1
t
xx, yy “ |x´ y|2{2t and that as tÑ 0 this kernel weakly
approaches δpx´ yq. Similarly, U~pt, x, ξq Ñ δ0px, ξq as tÑ pi, the Dirac distribution at the
point p0, 0q P T ˚Rn. Indeed, at t “ pi it is the Wigner distribution of δpx ` yq, which isş
Rn δpx ´ v2 ` x ` v2qe´ixv,ξydv “ δp2xqδpξq. Since U~ is a locally L1 function at times t R piZ
and is a measure when t P piZ it is a measure for all t.
To prove our sharp results when f is the indicator function of an interval (Theorems 1.5
and 1.9 as well as Proposition 1.8), we make key use of the special properties of the isotropic
oscillator. Namely, we use the special nature of its spectrum, which after rescaling by ~ and
subtracting d{2 forms an arithmetic progression. A simple identity is useful when dealing
with sums over spectral intervals rather than smooth sums. Since we use it several times,
we record it in advance:
Lemma 1.12. We have,ÿ
N :E1ďEN p~qăE2
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
S1
eiN2t ´ eiN1t
eit ´ 1 e
itd{2U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
, (22)
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where Ni “ Ei{~´ d{2, i “ 1, 2.
The identity follows directly from (18) by noting that ENp~q{~ “ N ` d{2 and summing a
partial geometric series. The expression
`
eiN2t ´ eiN1t˘ { peit ´ 1q when N1 “ 0 is the Dirichlet
kernel, and its analysis depends on the scale of N2´N1 (see the discussion in Section 6.2 for
an explanation of which intervals in t are important for analyzing (22)). In several cases, we
will find that the dominant contribution comes from t « 0.
1.10. Prior results and further questions. As mentioned above, this article is a contin-
uation of [HZ19], which contains further references to the vast literature on Wigner distribu-
tions and the isotropic Harmonic Oscillator. Most of that literature pertains to dimension 1.
As also mentioned, the problems studied here can be posed for general Schro¨dinger operators,
and we expect some of the interface scaling results to be universal.
The weights of the empirical measures (8) are given by W~,EN p~qpx, ξq, whose size depends
on the pair p~, Nq. A potentially interesting option is to weight the terms in (8) with
functions wN of N , e.g. N
´α or the weights pENp~q ´ Eqα` of a Riesz mean, to counter-act
the growth of the Wigner weights as N Ñ 8 and change the infinite measures (8) to finite
ones.
The interface asymptotics of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.9 may seem reminiscent of the
Gibbs phenomenon for Fourier series of indicator functions, where one obtains a universal
sin t
t
-integral interface in configuration space (the circle) at a jump. Generalizations to man-
ifolds are given in [PT97]. They are of a different nature than the interface results here,
although there is some common ground. Here, the interface is due to a sharp cutoff 1rE1,E2s
in the spectral window, while the Gibbs phenomenon pertains to convergence of eigenfunc-
tion expansions of discontinuous functions of the physical space variable x. In particular, the
Gibbs phenomenon is essentially a physical space phenomenon while the interface phenomena
studied here are essentially phase space phenomena.
To clarify the analogy with the Gibbs phenomenon, consider the Schro¨dinger operator ~D
on the circle S1, where D “ d
idx
. Its eigenvalues (resp. eigenfunctions) are Enp~q “ ~n (resp.
einx). For each x we define a (complex) empirical measure by µxh :“
ř8
n“´8 e
inxδ~n. This
is not really analogous to (8) because the weights are physical space functions rather than
phase space functions. Then
µxhr´E,Es “ D~,Epxq :“
sinpNp~, Eq ` 1
2
qx
sin x
2
,
where Np~, Eq “ maxtn : Enp~q ď Eu ðñ n ď ~´1Eu, and where D~,E is the Dirichlet
kernel. This kernel arises in the proof Lemma 1.12 and in (22), suggesting a connection to the
Gibbs phenomenon. In the proof of the Gibbs phenomenon for step functions with a jump
at x “ 0, one lets xn “ ypn` 12q´1 for some y ą 0. Then, D~,EpxNp~,Eqq “ sin yy ` Op~q. The
indefinite integral Sipyq “ şy
0
sin t
t
dt gives the interface asymptotics of the Gibbs phenomenon
when the jump occurs at x “ 0.
In contrast, the problem we study for the Harmonic oscillator is the behavior of Wigner-
Weyl sums over tn : ~n ď Eu at the boundary |ξ| “ E of an energy ball t|ξ| ď Eu Ă T ˚S1.
Since the energy curve projects over all of S1 without singularities, there is no analogue of
allowed or forbidden regions; and since µx~ does not depend on the momentum ξ, there is
no interface behavior to consider at t|ξ| “ Eu. There could exist an analogous interface
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problem if one defined phase space measures on T ˚S1 analogous to Wigner distributions.
However, the most natural analogues are δ-functions on energy levels, about which little is
left to be known. In this direction, we note that Guillemin-Sternberg [GS81] studied Weyl
asymptotics in many realizations of the metaplectic representation, e.g. the Schro¨dinger
representation studied here, the Bargmann-Fock representation studied in [ZZ17] and in a
largely unexplored context of the Lagrangian Grassmannian, a generalization of S1. More
precisely, they studied intertwining Fourier integral operators between Harmonic Oscillators
(and other quadratic Hamiltonians) from L2pRdq to L2pΛdq where Λd is the Lagrangian
Grassmannian. When d “ 1, Λd “ S1{Z2. It might be interesting to study the induced map
from Wigner distributions to phase space distributions in the setting of Λd.
In view of the analogies between Harmonic oscillators and Fourier series, there should exist
a direct analogue of the Gibbs phenomenon for ‘Fourier-Wigner’ series of radial functions on
T ˚Rd. Namely, the Wigner distributions (5) form an orthonormal basis of radial functions
on T ˚Rd (see [HZ19] for background). Hence the ‘Fourier-Wigner series’ expansion of the
indicator function 1tHďEu of an energy ball in terms of (5) must diverge across the energy
surface ΣE in a universal way. Almost certainly, it also diverges at the origin, giving a
Wigner analogue of the ‘Pinsky phenomenon.’
2. Background
In this section we give a rapid review of the results on Wigner distributions of individual
eigenspace projections in [HZ19], so that the reader may compare them with the results on
Weyl sums of projections in this article. We also review the relation to Laguerre polynomials
and prove Proposition 1.1.
2.1. Norms and normalizations. Recalling the notation in Section 1, the isotropic oscil-
lator (1) admits the spectral decomposition
L2pRd, dxq “ à
NPN
V~,EN p~q, pH~|Vh,EN p~q “ ~pN ` d{2q. (23)
The Wigner transform, which is typically viewed as a mapping
W~ : L2pRd ˆ Rdq Ñ L2pT ˚Rdq,
in fact acts on Schwartz kernel distributions K~ P D1pRd ˆ Rdq as follows:
W~pK~qpx, ξq :“ p2pi~q´d
ż
Rd
K~
´
x` v
2
, x´ v
2
¯
e´
i
~vξ
dv
p2pihqd . (24)
Taking K~ to be an eigenspace projection Π~,EN p~qpx, yq (4) gives the Wigner distributions
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq of individual eigenspace projections (5). In [HZ19] it is proved that,$’’’’’&’’’’’%
piq ş
T˚RdW~,EN p~qpx, ξqdxdξ “ TrΠ~,ENp~q “ dim V~,ENp~q “
`
N`d´1
d´1
˘
piiq ş
T˚Rd
ˇˇ
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq
ˇˇ2
dxdξ “ TrΠ2~,ENp~q “ dim V~,ENp~q “
`
N`d´1
d´1
˘
piiiq ş
T˚RdW~,EN p~qpx, ξqW~,EM p~qpx, ξqdxdξ “ TrΠ~,EN p~qΠ~,EM p~q “ 0, for M ­“ N.
,
(25)
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In these equations, N “ E~ ´ d2 , and
`
N`d´1
d´1
˘
is the composition function of pN, dq (i.e. the
number of ways to write N as an ordered us of d non-negative integers). Thus, the sequence,
t`dimV~,EN p~q˘´1{2W~,EN p~qu8N“1 Ă L2pR2nq
is orthonormal.
2.2. Asymptotics of individual eigenspace projection Wigner distributions. Next
we review the results of [HZ19] on pointwise asymptotics of Wigner distributions of indi-
vidual eigenspace projections, which are necessary to understand the behavior of sums. In
each result we fix one term by requiring that ENp~q “ E, and then give pointwise results
depending on the position of px, ξq with respect to (6). The first result gives Airy scaling
asymptotics around the energy surface:
Theorem 2.1. Fix E ą 0, d ě 1. Assume ENp~q “ E. Suppose px, ξq P T ˚Rd satisfies
Hpx, ξq “ E ` u
ˆ
~
2E
˙2{3
, u P R, Hpx, ξq “ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2
(26)
with |u| ă ~´1{3. 1 Then,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
#
2
p2pi~qd
` ~
2E
˘1{3 `
Aipu{Eq `O `p1` |u|q1{4u2~2{3˘˘ , u ă 0
2
p2pi~qd
` ~
2E
˘1{3
Aipu{Eq `1`O `p1` |u|q3{2u~2{3˘˘ , u ą 0 (27)
The second gives pointwise asymptotics when px, ξq lies in the interior of the energy ball (the
‘bulk’):
Theorem 2.2. Fix E ą 0 and suppose ENp~q “ E. For each px, ξq P T ˚Rd write
HE :“ Hpx, ξq
E
“ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2E
, νE :“ 4E~ .
Fix 0 ă a ă 1{2. Uniformly over a ď HE ď 1´ a, there is an asymptotic expansion,
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
2
p2pi~qd
„
Jd´1pνEApHEqq
ApHEqd´1 α0pHEq `O
ˆ
ν´1E
∣∣∣∣JdpνEApHEqqApHEqd
∣∣∣∣˙ .
In particular, uniformly over HE in a compact subset of p0, 1q, we find
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “ p2pi~q´d`1{2PH,E cos pξ~,E,Hq `O
`
~´d`3{2
˘
, (28)
where we’ve set
ξ~,E,H “ ´pi
4
´ 2H
~
`
H´1E ´ 1
˘1{2 ` 2E
~
cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
and
PE,H :“
´
piE1{2
`
H´1E ´ 1
˘1{4 pHEqd{2¯´1 .
The third gives asymptotics in the ‘forbidden region’ where px, ξq lies in the exterior of the
energy surface.
1The errors blow up when u “ ~´1{3.
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Proposition 2.3. Suppose that HE “ Hpx, ξq{E ą 1 and let ENp~q “ E. Then, there
exists C1 ą 0 so that
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C1~´d`
1
2 e´
2E
~ r
?
H2E´HE´cosh´1
?
HEs.
Moreover, as Hpx, ξq Ñ 8, there exists C2 ą 0 so that
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ď C2~´d`
1
2 e´
2Hpx,ξq
~ .
2.3. Wigner-Laguerre. In [HZ19] (see also [T, T12]), it is shown that
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
p´1qN
ppi~qd e
´2H{~Lpd´1qN p4H{~q, H “ Hpx, ξq “
|x|2 ` |ξ|2
2
, (29)
where L
pd´1q
N is the associated Laguerre polynomial of degree N and type d ´ 1. Classical
asymptotics of Laguerre functions (see [AT15, AT15b] for recent results and references) show
that for x small relative to N , e´x{2Lpd´1qN pxq can be asymptotically approximated by Bessel
functions. To the right, in the bulk, the oscillatory behavior is modeled by trigonometric
functions, and in a neighborhood of the extreme right by Airy functions. In this article, we
are concerned with sums over N of such Laguerre functions, and use semi-classical methods
different from the classical ones, but this description is obviously visible in the main results
of this article and in [HZ19].
2.4. Empirical measures: Proof of Proposition 1.1. First let us consider the (condi-
tionally convergent) integral of (8). LettingK~ “ Π~,EN p~q and noting that
ř8
N“0 Π~,EN p~qpx, yq “
δpx´ yq, we have
~d
ÿ
N
W~,EN px, ξq “ ~dW~p
8ÿ
N“1
Π~,EN p~qq “ ~dW~δpx´ yq
“
ż
Rd
δpx´ v{2, x` v{2qe i~ ξ¨vdv ” 1.
On the other hand, the absolute sum is infinite. To see this, we use the identity (29) and
classical asymptotics of associated Laguerre functions. The sums in (8) are weighted by
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq. We now show that the measures have infinite mass even if we L2-normalize
the Laguerre functions to form an orthonormal basis
ψαN “
ˆ
2´αΓpN ` 1q
ΓpN ` α ` 1q
˙1
2
LαNp12r2qe´
1
4
r2 , (30)
of L2pR`, r2α`1drq. By (29), we want to show that
8ÿ
N“1
ˆ
2´αΓpN ` 1q
ΓpN ` α ` 1q
˙1
2 |e´2H{~Lpd´1qN p4H{~q| “ 8.
Since the exponential factor is independent of N , it may be removed from the sum. Moreover,
the argument is independent of N so it suffices to show that
8ÿ
N“1
ˆ
2´αΓpN ` 1q
ΓpN ` α ` 1q
˙1
2 |Lpd´1qN pxq| “ 8, @x ą 0.
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The relevant asymptotics are the Hilb asymptotics of the Bessel regime, where x is small
relative to N ,
e´
x
2xα{2Lpαqn pxq “ pn` αq!n! pNxq
´α{2Jαp2
?
Nxq ` εpx, nq,
where
N “ n` α ` 1
2
, εpx, nq “
$&% x
α{2`2Opnαq, 0 ă x ă c
n
,
x5{4Opnα{2´3{4q, c
n
ă x ă C.
Note that Γpn`α`1q
Γpnq » nα, so pn`αq!n! pNq´α{2 » nα{2. The L2-normalizing constant puts in a
factor asymptotic to N´α{2, cancelling the power in the Hilb asymptotics. In addition, we
have the Bessel asymptotics of fixed order and large argument. When 0 ă x ă ?α ` 1,
Jαpxq „ 1Γpα`1qpx2 qαq. When x ąą |α2 ´ 14 | then Jαpxq „
b
2
pix
cospx ´ αpi
2
´ pi
4
q. Clearly, the
latter is the relevant form, and it puts in an additional factor of N´
1
2 . It follows that the
summands are of asymptotic order N´
1
2 , and therefore the mass is infinite. A fortiori the
mass of the measures (8) is infinite.
To complete the proof of Proposition 1.1 we need to show that the mass of (8) is finite on
one-sided infinite intervals r´8, τ s. This is due to the ‘two-sidedness’ of the Airy function.
The main point (see Section 1.7) is that terms with ENp~q ă Hpx, ξq are exponentially small
and may be neglected. Therefore,ˇˇˇ
µ
px,ξq
h
ˇˇˇ
r´8, τ s “
ÿ
N :EN p~qPr´8,τ s
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| »
ÿ
N :Hpx,ξqďEN p~qďτ
|W~,EN p~qpx, ξq| ă 8
for any ~ ą 0.
2.5. Wigner distributions of the propagator. Taking (24) to be the propagator U~ptq
of (1), its Wigner transform (17) may be calculated explicity by using the Mehler formula
for U~pt, x, yq in the position representation (see e.g. [F])
Uhpt, x, yq “ e´ ih tH~px, yq “ 1p2pii~ sin tqd{2 exp
«
i
~
˜
|x|2 ` |y|2
2
cos t
sin t
´ x ¨ y
sin t
¸ff
, (31)
where t P R and x, y P Rd. The right hand side is singular at t “ 0. It is well-defined as a
distribution, however, with t understood as t´ i0. Indeed, since pH~ has a positive spectrum
the propagator U~ is holomorphic in the lower half-plane and U~pt, x, yq is the boundary
value of a holomorphic function in tIm t ă 0u.
3. Uniform asymptotics of Wigner functions of spectral projections:
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 about asymptotics for the Wigner-Weyl sums
W~,f,Epx, ξq “
ÿ
N
fp~´1pE ´ ENp~qqW~,EN p~qpx, ξq
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defined in (9), where f is a Schwartz function. Our starting point is to combine (19) with
δp~q “ ~ with Proposition 1.10, which together read
W~,f,Epx, ξq “
ż
R
e´itE{~ pfptqA~ptq expˆ´ i~Ψpt, x, ξq
˙
dt
2pi
. (32)
Here,
A~ptq “ p2pi~ cospt{2qq´d , Ψpt, x, ξq “ 2H tanpt{2q, H “ Hpx, ξq “ |ξ|
2 ` |ξ|2
2
.
Note that this distribution is actually a smooth function away from t P tpi, 3pi, . . .u . By
Lemma 1.11, it remains to evaluateż
R
e´itE{~ pfptqη~ptqe´itE{~U~pt, ρq dt
2pi
“
ż
R
pfptqη~ptqAptqe´ i~ pΨpt,E,ρq´tEq dt
2pi
, (33)
where η~ : RÑ r0, 1s is a smooth, periodic cut-off function with
η~ptq “
#
1, |t´ p2k ` 1qpi| ą 2~δ, @k P Z
0, |t´ p2k ` 1qpi| ă ~δ, for some k P Z .
We do this by stationary phase. The critical point equation for Ψpt, E, ρq´ tE as a function
of t is
HE “ cos2
ˆ
t
2
˙
, HE :“ ρ
2E
. (34)
If HE ą 1 (i.e. the point px, ξq at which we evaluate (32) is outside the energy surface), there
are no real critical points for Ψ and the lemma of non-stationary phase shows that (33) is
Op~8q as desired. If HE P p0, 1q, we use the method of stationary phase (Lemma 8.1). The
critical points of the phase Ψpt, E, ρq ´ tE in (33) are
t`,˘,k “ 4pik ˘ 2 cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
, t´,˘,k “ 4pi pk ` 1{2q ˘ 2 cos´1
´
H
1{2
E
¯
, k P Z.
where cos´1 : r´1, 1s Ñ r0, pis and
cospt˘1,˘2,kq “ ˘1H1{2E , sinpt˘1,˘2,kq “ ˘1 ˘2 p1´HEq1{2 .
Notice that sinceHE ą 0, all the critical points are a bounded distance away from tp2k ` 1qpi, k P Zu
and hence are inside the support of η~ for all ~ sufficiently small. The stationary phase anal-
ysis of (33) around t˘,˘,k is the same for all k, so let us focus on k “ 0. Since
ρ “ 4EHE,
we have for every k that
Ψpt˘1,˘2,kq “ 4EHE˘1 ˘2 p1´HEq
1{2
˘1H1{2E
“ ˘24E pHEp1´HEqq1{2
and
Ψ2pt˘1,˘2,kq “ ρ2
sinpt˘1,˘2,k{2q
cos3pt˘1,˘2,k{2q “ ˘22E
`
H´1E ´ 1
˘1{2
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Note that p2pi~qd´1{2 times the intergral in (33) becomes
p2pi~q´1{2
ż
R
pfptqη~ptq
cospt{2qd e
i
~ p´Ψpt,E,ρq`tEq dt
2pi
.
Applying the stationary phase expansion (Lemma 8.1), completes the proof (we obtain an
error ~1´2δ from the fact that after expanding to order k in stationary phase, the remainder
is a universal constant times the supremum of the pk ` 1qst derivative of the amplitude, and
each derivative of ηδ give a power of ~´δ.). ˝
4. Interface asymptotics for smooth ~2{3-localized Weyl sums: Proof of
Theorem 1.4
We now prove Theorem 1.4. Our starting point is (19) with δp~q “ ~ :
Wf,~,2{3px, ξq “
ÿ
Ně0
f
`
~´2{3 pE ´ ENp~qq
˘
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
R
pfptqe i~2{3 tEUpt~1{3, x, ξq dt
2pi
.
Taylor expanding the result of Proposition 1.10 we obtain the following pointwise asymptotics
e
i
~2{3 tEUpt~1{3, x, ξq “ p2pi~q´dei
”
tE´H
~2{3 ´
t3
12
H
ı `
1`Opp1` |t|q5~2{3q˘ , (35)
and, moreover, that the left hand side has a complete asymptotic expansion in ascending
powers of ~2{3. Since pf is Schwartz, touine Taylor expansion shows that Wf,~,2{3px, ξq has a
complete asymptotic expansion in ascending powers of ~2{3 as well. To compute the leading
term, recall that
H “ Hpx, ξq “ E ` u
ˆ
~
2E
˙2{3
.
This assumption and (35) imply that
Wf,~,2{3px, ξq “ p2pi~q´d
ż
R
pfptqe´i„ tup2Eq2{3` t312E dt
2pi
`
1`Opp1` |u|q~2{3q˘ , (36)
Changing variables t ÞÑ ´C´1E t, with CE “ p4{Eq1{3, we arrive at the representation
Wf,~,2{3px, ξq “ ´p2pi~q´d
ż
R
CE pfp´tqpCEtqei” tuE ` t33 ı dt
2pi
`
1`Opp1` |u|q~2{3q˘ .
Using that that inverse Fourier transform of ´CE pfp´tCEq in the tÑ λ variables evaluated
at λ is fp´λ{CEq, that the Airy function is the inverse Fourier transform of eit3{3, and that
the Fourier transform is an isometry on L2, we therefore find
Wf,~,2{3px, ξq “ p2pi~q´d
ż
R
fp´λ{CEqAi
´
λ` u
E
¯
dλ`Opp1`|u|q~´d`2{3q, CE “ p4{Eq1{3,
completing the proof of Theorem 1.4.
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5. Interface asymptotics for sharp ~2{3-localized Weyl sums: Proof of
Theorem 1.5
In this section we consider the sharp ~2{3 localized Weyl sums (11) around an energy level
E and consider the interface scaling around the energy surface (6). Recall that
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
S1
eitpEN p~q´Eq{~eitE{~U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
.
We claim that in the regime
Hpx, ξq “ E ` u
ˆ
~
2E
˙2{3
, ENp~q ´ E “ Op~1´εq (37)
we also have for any δ ą 0
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
S1
χp~´2{3`δtqeitpEN p~q´Eq{~eitE{~U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
`Op~8q
where χ is a smooth cutoff the is identically 1 near 0 and supported in r´1, 1s. To see this,
we begin with the exact distributional formula
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
S1
eitEN p~q{~U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
“
ż
S1
eitpEN p~q´Eq{~eitE{~U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
.
As in Lemma 1.11, we can localize away from the singular t “ pi for the amplitude of
U~pt, x, ξq at the cost of an error of size Op~8q. Then, on the support of 1 ´ χp~´2{3`δtq
and away from t “ pi, there are no critical points for the combined phase itE ´ i tanpt{2qρ,
and hence, using the assumption from (37) that E ´ ENp~q “ Op~1´εq we may apply the
lemma of non-stationary phase. Thus, to prove Theorem 1.5, it is enough to prove if for the
localized integral
W χ2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq :“
ż
R
χp~´2{3`δtqe
itn` ´ eitn´
eit ´ 1 e
itE{~U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
`Op~8q, (38)
where the notation n˘ is from the definition (11) of the localized Wigner function and we
have n` ´ n´ » ~´1{3. Using that for any a, b
eita ´ eitb “ it
ż b
a
eitλdλ,
rescaling t ÞÑ t~1{3, and Taylor expanding the phase and amplitude in eitE{~U~pt, x, ξq, we
find that that W χ2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq equals
p2pi~q´d
ż
R
1tsPrλ´,λ`su
ż
R
χp~δtqe´itp~2{3pE´Hq´λq`ipt3{3qpE{4qdtdλ
2pi
`Op~´d`1{3´6δq.
Using that H “ Hpx, ξq “ E ` u ` ~
2E
˘2{3
and changing variables
pλ, tq ÞÑ p´λ,´tC´1E q CE “ p4{Eq1{3
shows that W χ2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq equals
p2pi~q´dCE
ż
R
1tλPr´λ`,´λ´su
ż
R
χp~δCEtqeiptpλCE`u{Eq`t3{3qdtdλ
2pi
`Op~´d`1{3´6δ`p1`|u|q~´d`2{3´6δq.
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Since (see [HZZ16, Lem. 3.1]) for any δ ą 0ż
|t|ă~´δ
eitu`it
3{3 dt
2pi
“ Aipuq `Op~8q,
we find because χp~δtq “ 1 for all |t| ă ~´δ,
W χ2{3,E,λ˘px, ξq “ p2pi~q´dCE
ż ´λ´
´λ`
Ai
´ u
E
` CEλ
¯
dλ`O `~´d`1{3´6δ ` p1` |u|q~´d`2{3´6δ˘ .
This completes the proof.
6. Bulk asymptotics: Proofs of Propositions 1.7 and 1.8
6.1. Asymptotics for fˆ P C0pRq: Proof of Proposition 1.7. Fix f P SpRq with fˆ P
C0pRq. Relation (19) with δp~q “ 1 and E “ 0 reads
rW~,f px, ξq “
ÿ
Ně0
fpENp~qqW~,EN p~qpx, ξq “
ż
R
pfptqU~p´t~, x, ξq dt
2pi
,
where we recall that U~ is the Wigner function of the propagator. Proposition 1.10 therefore
yields
W~,f px, ξq “ p2pi~q´d
ż
R
pfptq pcospt~{2q ` i0q´d e´ 2iH~ sinp´t~{2qcosp´t~{2q dt
2pi
, H “ Hpx, ξq “ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2
.
For ~ sufficiently small, U~p´t~, x, ξq has no singularities on the support of pf. Taylor expand-
ing in ~ therefore yields a complete asymptotic expansion for W~,f , as claimed. To complete
the proof of Proposition 1.7, note that
U~p´t~, x, ξq “ p2pi~q´deitH
`
1`Op~2q˘ .
Hence, the leading term in the expansion is
p2pi~q´d
ż
R
fˆptqeitH dt
2pi
“ p2pi~q´dfpHpx, ξqq,
as desired.
Remark: As discussed above, if |D` pf | P L1pRq for all ` ď d, then after integrating by parts
d times the integral becomes absolutely convergent. We may then calculate the limit ~Ñ 0
by dominanted convergence. The limit is
H´d
ż
R
Dd pfptqeitH dt
2pi
“
ż
R
pfptqeitH dt
2pi
“ fpHpx, ξqq,
as in the Schwartz case.
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6.2. Proof of Proposition 1.8 (i). Proposition 1.8 is formally Proposition 1.7 in the case
f “ 1rE1,E2spENp~qq. It is sufficient to study the intervals r0, Es (where we assume Hpx, ξq ą
0), and so we assume henceforth that the interval has this form. Writing fpENp~qq :“
1r0,EspENp~qq, we are interested in
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “
ÿ
N :EN p~qďE
W~,EN p~qpx, ξq.
The endpoint of the sum is the largest value Np~, Eq P N for which ENp~q “ ~pN ` d2q ď E,
i.e. for which N ď ~´1E ´ d
2
. Lemma 1.12 with N1 “ 0 and N2 “ Np~, Eq reads
W~,r0,Es “
ż
S1
U~pt, x, ξqeitd{2D~,Eptq dt
2pi
, D~,Eptq :“ e
iNp~,Eqt ´ 1
eit ´ 1 , (39)
where D~,E is the Dirichlet kernel. Before turing to the detailed analysis of the expression
in the previous line, note that three intervals in t are important to this oscillatory integral
expression for the pointwise Weyl sum W~,r0,Espx, ξq as ~ Ñ 0. The first contribution comes
from the large peak of the Dirichlet kernel around t “ 0:
|t| ď Np~, Eq´1 » ~ ñ D~,Eptq » Np~, Eq » ~´1.
Using that the expression for U~ has a prefactor of size ~´d, we will see that this interval
gives an ~´dp1 ` Op~qq contribution to W~,r0,Es as ~ Ñ 0 when Hpx, ξq ă E and is Op~8q
when Hpx, ξq ą E. The second contribution comes from the stationary phase points of U~.
As we will see, when Hpx, ξq ă E, these points are well-separated from both t “ 0 and
t “ pi. A simple stationary phase argument will show that the resulting contribution is of
size Op~´d`1{2q. In contrast, if Hpx, ξq ą E, then there are no stationary phase points and
this integral will also contribute Op~8q. Finally, we appeal to the argument from Lemma
1.11 to show that that the apparent singularity t “ pi of the amplitude cospt{2q´d in the
expression for U~ in fact is negligible (i.e. has size Op~8q) in the semi-classical limit ~Ñ 0.
We now turn to the details. Fix a parameter M ą 0, which we will later take to be ~´ε
for ε ą 0 sufficiently small, and let χ : RÑ r0, 1s be a smooth bump function:
χptq :“
#
1, t ď 1
0, t ą 2 .
We first compute the contribution to W~,r0,Espx, ξq from the peak of the Dirichlet kernel.
Specifically, let us check that with ε sufficiently small and positive for M “ ~´ε, we haveż pi
´pi
χppM~q´1tqU~pt, x, ξqeitd{2D~,Eptq dt
2pi
“
#
p2pi~q´d p1`OpM~qq , Hpx, ξq ă E
Op~8q, Hpx, ξq ą E . (40)
This will turn out the be the dominant contribution to W~,r0,Espx, ξq in the case Hpx, ξq ă E.
The integrand in (40) is supported on |t| ď 2M~. In this regime, Taylor expansion gives
U~pt, x, ξq “ p2pi~q´de´ i~ tHp1`OppM~q2q `OpM3~2qq, H “ Hpx, ξq “ ‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2
2
.
Next, note that for any β P R
eiβt ´ 1 “ iβt
ż 1
0
eiβtp1´sqds.
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Hence, on the support of the integrand in (40),
eitd{2D~,Eptq “ Ne i~ tE
ż 1
0
e´iNtsdsp1`OpM~qq, N “ Np~, Eq “ E
~
´ d
2
.
Thus, using that |D~,Eptq| “ Op~´1q on the support of χppM~q´1tq, which has size OpM~q,
the integral in (40) equals
p2pi~q´d
ż 8
´8
ż N
0
e
i
~ trpE´Hq´ssχ
`pM~q´1t˘ dsdt
2pi
plus an error of size OpM2~´d`1q ` OpM3~´d`2q. Changing variables t ÞÑ tp~Mq and per-
forming the dt integral, the expresion in the previous line becomes
p2pi~q´dpM~q
ż N
0
qχ pM~pE ´H ´ sqq ds,
where qχ is the inverse Fourier transform. Finally, changing variables s ÞÑ ~MpE ´H ´ sq,
this integral becomes
p2pi~q´d
ż MpE´Hq
MpE´H´Nq
qχ psq ds “ p2pi~qd pχp0q `Op~8qq “ p2pi~qd p1`Op~8qq , (41)
provided M “ ~ε for any ε ą 0 and assuming that H ă E. In contrast, when H ą E,
this integral is Op~8q since qχ is rapidly decaying at infinity. This proves (40). The same
argument as in Lemma 1.11 combined with (40) shows that
W~,r0,Es “ p2pi~q´dp1`Op~1´εqq`
ż pi
´pi
p1´χppM~q´1tqqψδptqU~pt, x, ξqeitd{2D~,Eptq dt
2pi
`Op~8q,
where ψδ is a smooth cut-off function that localizes the integral away from a ~δ neighborhood
of t “ pi. Thus, to complete the proof of Proposition 1.8, it remains to checkż pi
´pi
p1´ χppM~q´1tqqψδptqU~pt, x, ξqeitd{2D~,Eptq dt
2pi
“ Op~´d`1{2q (42)
where M “ ~ε and ε, δ are sufficiently small. Our argument uses the method of stationary
phase. We write
U~pt, x, ξqeitd{2D~,Eptq “ e
´ i~ pΨpt,x,ξq´tEq ´ e´ i~Ψpt,x,ξq
pcospt{2q ` i0qdpeit ´ 1q , Ψpt, x, ξq “ tanpt{2qp‖x‖
2 ` ‖ξ‖2q.
On the support of p1´ χppM~q´1tqqψptq, the phase function Ψ has no critical points, while
the amplitude has its kth derivative bounded by ~kmaxtδ,εu. Thus, the integral in (42) cor-
responding to term with e´
i
~Ψpt,x,ξq gives contribution Op~8q. In contrast, the critical point
equation for Ψpt, x, ξq ´ tE is
cos2pt{2q “ Hpx, ξq{E. (43)
This has two real solutions bounded away from t “ 0, pi when 0 ă Hpx, ξq ă E and has
no real solutions if Hpx, ξq ą E. In the former case, these critical points are easily seen to
be non-degenerate and the usual method of stationary phase show that the contribution to
Whbar,r0,Espx, ξq is of order ~´d`1{2 when ε, δ are sufficiently close to 0. In the latter case, the
integral is Op~8q. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.8. ˝
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7. Interface asymptotics for bulk Wigner distributions: Proof of Theorem
1.9
Throughout this section we fix an energy level E and consider the energy window or shell
r0, Es. We are interested in the interface asymptotics behavior of bulk Wigner functions at
points px, ξq which satisfy
Hpx, ξq “ |x|
2 ` |ξ|2
2
“ E ` u
ˆ
~
2E
˙2{3
. (44)
Combining Lemma 1.12 gives
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “
ż pi
´pi
χptqD~,Eptqeitd{2U~pt, x, ξq dt
2pi
`Op~8q
where
D~,Eptq “ e
itNE ´ 1
eit ´ 1 , NE “ E{~´ d{2
and χ is a smooth cutoff that is identically 0 near t “ ˘pi. Proposition (1.10) therefore shows
that, up to an error of size Op~8q,
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “ p2pi~q´dNE
ż pi
´pi
χ1ptqD~,Eptqeitd{2 cospt{2q´de´ 2iH~ tanpt{2q dt
2pi
,
where as before H “ Hpx, ξq. Note that both phase functions 2H tanpt{2q and 2H tanpt{2q´
tE have no critical points outside |t| ď C~1{3 |u|1{2 , where C is a fixed sufficiently large
constant. Thus, we may further localize:
W~,r0,Espx, ξq “ p2pi~q´d
ż pi
´pi
χpt~´1{3`ε |u|´1{2qD~,Eptqeitd{2 cospt{2q´de´ 2iH~ tanpt{2q dt
2pi
`Op~8q
As above we use that
D~,Eptq “ ´ it
eit ´ 1NE
ż 1
0
eitNEp1´sqds “ ´p1`OptqqeitE{~
ż NE
0
e´itsds
to find that, up to errors of size Op~8q the normalized Wigner function p2pi~qdW~,Epx, ξq
equals
NE
ż 1
0
ż pi
´pi
χpt~´1{3 |u|´1{2qp1`Optqqe i~ p2H tanpt{2q`tps´Eqq dt
2pi
ds.
Taylor expanding yields
2H tanpt{2q ` tps´ Eq “ tpH ´ E ` sq ` Ht3{12`Opt5q.
Thus, p2pi~qdW~,r0,Espx, ξq is
NE
ż 1
0
ż 8
´8
χpt~´1{3`ε |u|´1{2qe i~ptpH´E`sq`Et3{12q p1`Rpt, sqq dt
2pi
ds,
where the remainder R satisfies
Rpt, sq “ Optq `Opt5{~q `Opt3~´1{3 |u|q.
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Since the integrand vanishes when |t| ě ~1{3´ε |u|1{2 , we find that p2pi~qdW~,r0,Espx, ξq is
NE
„ż 1
0
ż 8
´8
χpt~´1{3`ε |u|´1{2qe i~ptpH´E`sq`Et3{12q dt
2pi
ds`Op~1{3 |u|1{2q `Op~2{3 |u|5{2q

.
Changing variables to
T “ p4~{Eq1{3t, σ “ sp~{2Eq2{3
and using that ~NE “ E`Op~q, we obtain the following expression for p2pi~qdW~,r0,Espx, ξq :ż u{E`p2E{~q2{3
u{E
ż 8
´8
χpT~ε |u|´1{2qe i~pTσ`T 3{3q dt
2pi
dσ “
ż 8
0
Aipu{E ` tqdt
plus an error of size Op~1{3 |u|1{2q `Op~2{3 |u|5{2q. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.9.
8. Appendix
8.1. Stationary Phase Expansion. We recall here the following simple version of the
stationary expansion, which we use in several proofs.
Lemma 8.1 ([Hor] Theorem 7.7.5). Suppose a, S P SpRq and S is a complex-valued phase
function such that ImS|Supp paq ě 0 with a unique non-degenerate critical point at t0 P
Supp paq satisfying ImSpt0q “ 0. Define
Iphq “ p2pihq´1{2
ż
R
eiSpxq{hapxqdx.
Then
Iphq “ CpSq rapt0q `Ophqs , CpSq “ eipi4 sgnS2p0q
ˆ
2pih
|S2pt0q|
˙1{2
. (45)
8.2. Appendix on the Airy function. The Airy function is defined by,
Aipzq “ 1
2pii
ż
L
ev
3{3´zvdv,
where L is any contour that beings at a point at infinity in the sector ´pi{2 ď argpvq ď ´pi{6
and ends at infinity in the sector pi{6 ď argpvq ď pi{2. In the region | arg z| ď p1 ´ δqpi in
C´tR´u write v “ z
1
2 ` it12 on the upper half of L and v “ z 12 ´ it12 in the lower half. Then
Aipzq “ Ψpzqe´ 23 z3{2 , with Ψpzq „ z´1{4
8ÿ
j“0
ajz
´3j{2, a0 “ 1
4
pi´3{2. (46)
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